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LATEST CLUB NEWS 

Welcome back Tin Tin! 

 
With the photogenic Charlie flying in this week we welcome him back and look forward to seeing what you do in red 
this season. We tried to get you an honour guard for your return but all we could muster was a Chappie. However, I 
hear he was looking sharp and ensured you felt welcomed upon arrival, what this means we have no idea. But hey 
you are here mate, which is all that matters. Please ensure we get around him this year by winning games as it is 
always a tough year for an Englishmen when it is an Aussie Ashes Summer watching their national side get touched 
up downunder!  
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It’s going to be a long summer! 

AROUND THE GROUNDS 

1st Grade 

So with first grade being far busier than the rest of us I’m having to make this up on the run, but I’m not going to let 
the truth get in the way of a good story.  

Finals Replay! 
Mission – Beat Weston!  
The day started well back at the home of cricket with Shane winning the toss and putting Weston in. It started well 
when debutant Ollie Anable removed Jono Dean for 9. From there Tuggies stayed on top getting regular wickets lead 
by Benji Floros who finished with 2/14. Weston crept to 6/116 off the 20. Highlight of the innings Chappie held a 
catch! 
The chase started in the worst way with Jugs snicking off to a ripper of a rocket from the gentle medium pacer.... 
1/0. Enter Amit “Lumberjack” Sharma and his willow tree. Amit 36(39) and Timmy Floros 55(53) got the chase back 
on track before the wheel wobbled when both were removed and Chappie 2(5) basically shouldered arms on middle, 
Shane 2(2) smoked a full toss to deep square and Barra 0(2) kicked one in front of middle, losing 5 wickets for 26 
runs. Benji 12*(12) and TVT 2*(3) got Tuggies across the line with 4 balls to spare.  

Mission complete 

Across the border!  
Off to Queanbeyan and Tuggies into the field after losing the toss. Qbn off to a flyer and even with regular wickets 
the momentum. Ollie snared 2/33 with Benji, Shane and Nikesh all picked up one with a run out to TVT. Qbn finished 
with a defendable 6/152 off the 20 overs.  
The chase started better but only just losing our first with only 6 on the board. Willow Tree Sharma tried to wrestle 
some momentum with a quick fire 21 from 11. But from here the middle order came and went quickly, Chappie 
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10(12) again losing his castle, Shane 9(9) reserved one to point, Benji 6(4) held out after clearing the fence with his 
only scoring shot, TVT 2(5) couldn’t hang around and neither could Craig 2(3). Barra was playing a single hand in the 
chase and found good support from Nikesh 8(16) but once he and Logan 1(3) were lost it was over, all out for 123 off 
16.2 over’s. If only Barra had more assistance his 40 not out from just 24 might not have been in vain.  

It ’s like a country game! 
Away to Eastlake with an outfield most country clubs would be proud of. Winning the toss and batting it was a good 
start. Jugs 51(44) and Timmy “Red Beard” Floros 22(26) got off to a solid start, and from all reports the outfield cost 
them runs, if you ask them it was plenty too. Jugs gave up hitting fours and decided to put a white ball into orbit. 
Unfortunately, they lost the nice hard cricket ball somewhere in Cooma and replaced it with a “sponge”. From here 
the middle order came and went, I’ve been told Shane absolutely smoked another full toss to deep square... déjà vu! 
Chappie at least kick one this time rather than missing it completely. But it was TVT who finished the innings with 
29(22). Tuggies a respectable 6/130 off the 20. 
The bowling got off to a solid start but couldn’t put a lid on one of the openers. However, regular wickets kept 
Eastlake in check and some handy part timers finished them off. Jugs finished with the very tidy 2/17 with support 
from “Red Beard” Floros 2/20. Eastlake falling short with 7/122 from 20.  

2nd Grade 

Study time! 
Away to ANU was our first assignment for the weekend on a hard but green wicket. Jake started well winning the 
toss and throwing the home side in on what could only be interesting to bat on. And it prove to be just that. Daniel 
Hesse (pre broken bone) and Adam Onus left off where they ended last season, bowling tight areas and giving 
nothing free away. Hesse delivered some of the tightest throw downs I’ve seen going for only 4 runs off his four 
over’s. Onus got us on the board with two quick wickets which left ANU with some serious work to do at 2/6. Jake’s 
first change paid dividends almost immediately as Big Dan Burgess struck early in his spell and then went on the 
break the back of ANU’s batting collecting 4/20 from his four. Tom Perez chipped in with a handy 2/17 from his four 
and ANU could only manage 8/74 off the 20 over’s. I’d like to say it started well with the bat, but let’s be honest 
when do we ever do things easy? Logan Ayers and James Dyer fell in the same over to leave the team sitting in the 
dangerous position of 2/11 which didn’t improve shortly after when Kean Senaratne fell with the team on 14. Enter 
Jake “run machine” Floros with Matty “can drive” Rogers who saw the team home with some smart calculated 
stroke making chasing down the target in the 14th over. Matty finished with 28*(34) and our fearless skipper Jake 
ended on 31*(30). The highlight of the morning was Kieran “I hate Panda’s” Monger taking a hanger off Big D from 
the inside edge off the batsmen, after struggling to hold a challenging regulation dolly off Alexander Floros.   

Homecoming to forget! 
Off to Chisholm we go, beaming with confidence after our win. Jake continued the winning with the toss, however 
from that point it is vastly a different story. Train smash is a good way to explain what happened next. It was going to 
be tough protecting the short boundary but not sure a bigger boundary would have helped as Queanbeyan piled on 
191 off the 20 over’s for the loss of only 4 wickets. Dan Burgess was the stand out with the ball claiming 2/23 off his 
four and was well backed up by Sam “Fresh” Dwyer playing only his second game for the club when he claimed 2/33 
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off four. Alexander “don’t bowl there” Floros deserves a special mention for taking the job (getting given the job 
from his brother) to bowl the last over with a free swinging left hander batsmen hitting to the short boundary, I’m 
surprised Panda came back on Sunday to be honest. Anyway, to our batting! Hmmm… where to start! Jake started 
with a quick fire 25(13) before some interesting umpiring may have cut a match winning innings short, we will never 
truly know but there was a lot of work to be done. Unfortunately from there we lost wickets at regular intervals 
killing any momentum. Big D deserves a mention for his handy hitting on his way to 23(14). Other than that we fell 
well short being dismissed for 114 in the 19th over.  

Another Day Another Chance!  
Stiff and sore, from cricket I’m sure. Jake started well winning the toss and learning from the day prior, he batted. 
Syed Rizvi 11(16) and James Dyer 33(32) got us off to a steady start against Weston before Syed fell with the score at 
36. From here we lost wickets again at regular intervals killing any real momentum to put on a big score. However, 
Logan Ayers 32(25) helped finish off with some handy stroke play and good running between the wickets to give us 
the very defendable total of 8/141 off our 20 over’s. We started our defence in a steady fashion but probably lacked 
a bit of energy and the batsmen started to get on top. With the score at about 30 off 5 over’s we thought we had a 
chance when Alexander “not bowling length” Floros found another edge that was ballooning to Daniel “Greyhound” 
Hesse who used some quick thinking to sum up the situation and decide not to catch the ball but put himself on the 
line with an injury to break play and take all the momentum away from the Weston batsmen. What an effort by 
Hesse as the 45 min break in play paid immediate dividends as Panda made the breakthrough, Weston 1/31. Oh wait 
it didn’t stop there as Sammy Dwyer snared another to have Weston in trouble at 2/32. With some concern of where 
we would get over’s from without our strike weapon, Jake turned to Kean “golden arm” Senaratne who forgot we 
were playing outdoor, but bowling for the run out worked at James “can wrestle” Dyer fell on and fumbled the ball 
at cover before some ‘Yes No Sorry’ calls cost Weston another wicket. Not to be undone Jake “one and done” Floros 
chipped in with another run out with a one hand pick up from point to throw to Matty Rogers to take bails off with 
another Weston batsmen caught well short. Weston 4/65 after the two run outs never really recovered. The tight 
bowling continued and was backed up well by some good fielding, well mostly. Poor Tommy “red ball” Seaman 
almost cost himself the chance to have children running hard onto the ball but forgetting to use his hands before the 
ball hit his midriff. It didn’t hurt the team as Weston fell well short being dismissed for 94 off 19 over’s. Wickets were 
shared around between, James Dyer 3/10, Sammy Dwyer 3/18, Matty Rogers 2/17, and Alexander Floros 1/17 (off 
more than one over this time, well done Panda).   

3rd Grade  

Game 1 V Eastlake. 
We won the toss (please note this), and batted.   

A brisk but solid start between Syed Rizvi 43 and Dave Bickerton 28 got us to the 9th over before Syed was dismissed.  
Enter Jayden Pappas………from this point it was the Jayden Pappas show.  Great timing and power to just about all 
parts of the ground, bullet like 4’s along the ground and massive 6’s.  It almost seemed like a non-event when his 
partners were dismissed doing the team contribution bit at the other end, However Bicko did a great job in staying 
with him until the late overs.  Some late order contributions from GL and John Evans as the Jappas carnage 
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continued dragged us along to 184.  Jayden finishing up with 92 (or 84 depending on which book you look at), off 
only 40 odd balls.  A brutally outstanding innings. 

We started not so well with the ball, Ben Cadden showing a few nerves and a left hander putting him off, but with 
Greg Lemin at the other end he soon settled and eventually bowled a really descent spell.  GL tore through the top 
order with 3 for 6, Syed assisted the rout with 2 for 8, Bhatti also chipped in with 2 for 23, and Guy Randall 1 for 10 
and a run out. Lastly our debutant Toby Rogers showed he will be a great asset and took his first wicket for the club 
and bowled well given T20 isn’t a great arena for leg spinners, but he did well and we can expect to see some really 
good things from him this season. 

Eastlakes all out for  113 

Game 2 V Queanbeyan 
We won the toss (this is 2 from 2 and a 100% record) I ask you to note this because I only won 2 tosses in the entire 
2016-17 season; I have now equalled this in the space of 4 hours. 

A very flat but slow wicket was on offer.  Syed 28(29) and Bicko 5(18) again got us off to a reasonable, but slower 
start, but we lost Syed earlier and this again brought Jayden to the crease.  He continued his form from the morning 
with some very lusty hitting and great timing including a massive 6 that hit the base of the gum tree in the carpark 
near the old change rooms, a huge hit.  Jayden departed for a good 34 off 31 balls and we were going along nicely at 
about 6-7 per over and looking for about 135.  A collapse followed and to be honest we struggled to make the most 
of our good start and scrambled to 124 with Guy Randell 14(9) taking a bit of control in the later overs to get us to a 
competitive score of 124. 

Ben Cadden opened the bowling again and was immediately unlucky not to have the opener out.  This was followed 
by taking the other opener a couple of overs later and finished with 2/17.  Once again GL came into the attack with 
immediate results picking up a 2/16.  Qbn consolidated and took the easy singles while making the most of anything 
loose and our air and ground fielding didn’t allow us to make the most of our chances.  We chipped away, taking 
consistent wickets, but these were between spells of them scoring good runs.  Guy Randell rolled the dice back in 
our favour getting their captain out on his way to 2/23 and allowed us to apply pressure to their lower order, 
unfortunately, we didn’t bowl as well as we needed to and let them score an over or two of easy runs and the game 
eventually hinged on the last over with them needing 5.  To their credit their young batsmen played very positively 
getting and early 2, then another 2 and with us pushing for a run-out conceding an overthrow and losing the game 
with 3 balls to spare. 

To say a few of us are well and truly over getting beaten in close games by QBN is an understatement, our revenge 
will come this year at some stage. 

Game 3 V Weston Creek 
No mention of the toss (obviously we lost it). 

They elected to bat.  A very early run out from Bicks, followed by a wicket and then another had them on the back 
foot struggling for runs and now having to take risks to make a competitive score.  Our middle game spell of bowling 
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probably left a little to be desired, a bit short and wide which gave Creek the opportunity to consolidate.  GL 
removed the troubling batsmen in quick succession and we were again on top.  This gave us the chance to try some 
bowling options, again young Toby Rogers bowled well and was rewarded with a 2/21, as was Guy Randell who 
managed to be on his second hat-trick of the weekend at one point but finished with 2/7 5.  We eventually finished 
their innings and had to chance 124. 

With Syed in 2nd grade we had to change opening partnerships, this however didn’t have the same result as the 
previous 2 matches with us losing a wicket first over.  This was soon followed by the key wicket of our run machine 
Jayden, and now it was going to be up to the rest of us to get home.  John Evans played a great innings of power 
hitting and smart placement and batted us through to the end finishing with 60 not out. He was offered some very 
able assistance from Sam Burge 18 and Toby 10 not out who helped tick the score board along, and we managed to 
fall over the finish line with 5 balls to spare.  It was great to see us not rely on the same person to score runs and win 
the game and show we can win the tight ones. 

Now….on to the Semi Final! 

4th Grade 

TVCC Vs Eastlake at Deakin West.  
Well the season got off to a start for the lower graders with a fixture at Deakin West.  The stand-in skipper won the 
toss and elected to bat on a very hard Deakin West with grass, never seen that before!  We toiled our way to 6/118 
from our 20 overs with contributions from the skipper (Crush) 37(36), Austin 32(17)(batting left handed) and 
Swannie 12(12) from the end. The umpiring was awful, with the first 6 decisions all being wrong! One umpire didn’t 
obviously read the starting time and rolled-up halfway through our innings and first ball gave out Wayne Lucerne 
caught behind, awful. I gave him a zero for his performance! 

We then had a go at bowling and is wasn’t pretty, with Eastlake getting the runs in 13 overs, which wasn’t helped by 
us bowling 16 wides and dropping 5 catches. 

TVCC Vs Queanbeyan at Chisholm 2  
Lost the toss and Qbn CC elected to bat on a good deck at Chisholm. Qbn ended up scoring 7/178. Good 
performance from Schumann with 2/22 on debut was the pick of our bowlers and we did take a couple of good 
catches in the outfield. Our batting was no match for the very good bowling of Qbn and at one stage we were 7/27.  
Our overall score of 83 was helped by another new boy Dom Bennett with 29(42) (5 x 4s) and R Hays 23(19) (2x 4s & 
2 x 6s).  Everyone else was outclassed.  Another loss! 

TVCC Vs Weston Creek  
Sunday saw 4th grade taking on a Weston Creek side boasting a mixture of experience and youth. Losing the toss 
and being sent into the field, the Vikings bowlers set to work. Will Seaman and Swanny led the way with 2 wickets a-
piece, while newcomer Brodie Schumann showed plenty of promise with a wicket from his 4 overs. Some fairly tidy 
work from the fielders also saw 2 run-outs and restricted the home team to 94 runs from their 20 overs. 
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Paul and Wayne got straight to work chasing down the total, laying a solid platform for the middle order to work on. 
After a solid job with the ball Will also contributed with the bat, upping the tempo of the run chase with a few lusty 
boundaries before being run out by an impressive direct hit from deep long on. While it did take the wind out of our 
sales, Darky and Manny knuckled down to get the job done with a few balls to spare. Will top scored on 27, with Paul 
chipping in with 24. 

All in all, a good performance from the boys in 4th grade to chalk up their first win for the season. Well done lads. 
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TVCC FANTASY LEAGUE  

With the start of the One Day games coming this weekend we now have a new TVCC Fantasy League set up. It will 
set you back a $10 entry fee with a prize pool being roughly divided between 1st place with 60%, 2nd place 25%, and 
3rd place 15% after “Jack”. If you are unlucky like our fearless 1st and 2nd grade skippers were over the weekend and 
find yourself battling for “Jack” or last place, you will get your buy in back. Entries and alterations to your teams will 
close on the 27st October. Be warned changes to your team might cost you points, this is still an unknown.  

As it stands we have 14 entrants so far. This equates to 1st prize equalling $78, 2nd Prize $33 and 3rd Prize $20 with 
Jack getting $10 back.  

Now! For all those whinging about being $66900 and saying something about Shane “Can do it all” Devoy having 
around the same points but being cheaper, too bad too sad buddy. The prices have been worked out using the One 
Day Champion player points from last season as shown by this table.  

 

Consider this matter closed and good luck everyone!  
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THE T20 FANTASY LEAGUE RESULTS 

Onto our weekend league, which was taken out by Stanky Legs – John Stankovic who didn’t even play so was handy 
capped and still won, be it by only 0.04 of a point. Good to see Jugs is picking the sides and not the skippers after 
seeing Shane and Jake fighting it out for “Jack”.  
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THE GOOD OLE DAYS! 

Tuggeranong Valley Cricket Club has been a part of Canberra Cricket since 1984 with a rich history.  
Here we will explore the stories of past players or past glory to share what makes this club great.  

With headlines like “Election ’90 Peacock ends on a high”, “Hawke might limp in”, and “Tenuous future as count 
resumes”. The dates are 23rd, 24th, and 25th March 1990. A new Honda Civic with all the trimmings such as power 
windows, power steering, power mirrors and a stereo would set you back $19990 drive away no hidden extras! The 
weather was a little early drizzle clearing with a maximum of 24 and to top it off you could buy a hilltop mansion in 
Isaacs for a sweet 680k or a 4 bedroom house in Melba for 113k. In sport New South Wales were routing 
Queensland in another Sheffield Shield win to the Blues.  

But the headline on the 24th said it all: 

 

Tuggeranong playing the 1st Grade ACTCA grand final at Manuka Oval verse Queanbeyan. Sent in and grinding away 
early Tuggeranong finished day one at 7/230 with opener Paul MacPherson overcoming a blow to the head to 
compile 49. Under trying conditions Jackson continued to go for his shots and brought up a gritty half century with 
plenty of support from the lower order. Club stalwart Paul Nemes one of the men to see off a testing final twenty 
minutes to ensure Tuggeranong didn’t lose anymore wickets.  

MacPherson 58 and Nemes 50 gave Tuggeranong a decent total to defend by batting with little concern for the new 
ball lashing it to all parts according to the paper of the day. Albeit after Nemesy got hit on the toe early in that 
innings which broke his toe, and in his words “Just remember being hit flush on the front toe by Colin Crouch early in 
my batting innings, and not sure how I was not give out LBW. But not being able to stand, later found out the toe 
had been broken.” But it was the bowling that gave Tuggeranong the upper hand reducing Queanbeyan to 6/76 
before Neil Bulger fought hard for 60 not out at the end of the day. But all the credit to the Tuggeranong bowling 
attack who toiled hard after losing Nemes who succumbed the broken toe after 3 over’s. Queanbeyan finished the 
day 8/193 with import Barry Jackson leading the attack with 3/53 supported well by Moore 2/30 and McElhinney 
2/25. 

Enter the final day. Queanbeyan all out for 214 with Barry Jackson claiming 5/58 before MacPherson 43 and the 
Tuggeranong Top order put the game out of reach scoring 2/88 resulting in the match being abandoned halfway 
through the final day.  

TUGGERANONG win their first 1 st Grade Premiership!  

Congrats to those who lead the way for the rest of us and here’s to the stories they might tell.  
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UPCOMING MATCHES 

 

UPCOMING SOCIAL EVENTS 

21st October –BINGO Nite – 7pm  
25th November – TVCC Cup – 7pm 
16th December – FINES Nite – 7pm 
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CAPTAINS CORNER  

Captains Corner is a place for a quick word from one of our fearsome leaders, or a seasoned veteran if we can’t lock 
down a skipper. It might inspire, it might motivate, and it might even entertain.  

This edition we’ve asked for our evergreen Club Captain Greg Lemin to share some wisdom.  

To my Tuggies Clubmates 

I’ve been given the honour of providing a piece for this edition’s Captain’s Corner. On the 
understanding that the Captain’s Corner is a place for a word from one of the Club’s fearsome 
leaders, or a seasoned veteran (if a skipper couldn’t be locked down), I’m going to run with the 
category of seasoned veteran! 
And so, with the mantle of both a seasoned veteran and the Club Captain, I thought that I’d write 
about what I see as being important for the Club – specifically with regards to our cricket 
performances. 
For all Club’s the pinnacle of performance at the end of each season is the Club Championship. 
This is a measure of the Club’s success on the field. It is a true reflection of a Club’s depth and 
strength throughout all teams (both Men’s & Women’s). You cannot win a Club Championship by 
merely having one or two teams doing well. All teams need to perform and contribute points 
throughout the season. 
For me a Club’s standing in the Championship is a direct result of the culture within that Club. If 
a Club is continually at the pointy end of the Championship table each season then they must be 
doing something right! 
So what is our Club’s culture? It is this issue which I would like to raise and give my two bob’s 
worth on. 
To identify and describe any organisation’s culture is a very difficult proposition for it is a very 
imprecise, subjective thing. If I were to try and simplify it as much as possible then, to me, it is 
represented by our behaviour. Our behaviour is a direct result of our attitude. 
What is the attitude that we each bring to the table? What is it that we want to achieve each 
training session, each game, each time that we represent the Club? 
Without clearly knowing what this is within our own mind and without working on maintaining 
a good attitude then we will simply find ourselves going through the motions and not achieving 
all that we could. We will have inconsistent performances as our attitude fluctuates too much. 
Cricket is a very strange game! It is very much a sport for individuals but played within a team 
environment. At any one time it is a sole individual who performs an action to which everyone 
else then needs to react. The bowler is the sole person who determines where a ball is bowled – the 
batsman is the only one who then affects what happens to that delivery – the individual fielders 
then react to what the batsmen has done. 
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In this light we should look at our attitude through two different lenses. One for our own 
individual performance (selfish actions) and the other through that of the team’s performance 
(unselfish actions). Without going into too much detail I see the following as examples of a ‘good’ 
attitude for these two different areas:- 
PERSONAL  TEAM 

 Improving our technical skills: 
bowling, batting, and fielding 

 Updating the scoreboard 

 Achieving the right degree of 
physical fitness & health for 
ourselves 

 Getting batsmen’s gloves / drinks 
out to them as soon as they call 
for them 

 Turning up on time 

 Finding enjoyment from & 
encouraging other team mate’s 
performances and efforts 

In having to put down in words what I have learnt about attitude over the (many) seasons of 
cricket I’ve reflected back upon what I was taught and had instilled into me. If I was to try and 
summarise this into some simple words and meanings I feel that the following would represent 
how I shape my attitude and how I see the Club’s culture: 

Respect  For the ‘spirit of cricket’; 
 For my Team & Club mates; 
 For the umpires; 
 For the opposition 

Relentless  Unyielding effort; 
 Unbreakable will 

Ruthless  Uncompromising & unwavering execution of skills to 
the best of our ability 

 A level of commitment that does not leave any regrets 
It is the space between our own two ears which determines our attitude. This is then reflected 
within our behaviour and actions.  
So – how is it that you would like to behave and act ? For it is these things that subsequently 
determine the Club’s culture.  
I only hope that the ramblings of this old man help to spark / crystallise thoughts that may have 
been rattling around in your head. 
If these help to reinforce and establish the Club’s culture then I know that we will enjoy our time 
here that much more and will be ensuring that others joining the Club will also get to enjoy this 
same spirit and mateship. 

Here’s to plenty of Club Championships!!! 

GL 
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CHISHOLM SNIPER 

WOW the sniper was active this fortnight! 

It takes lots of money, time and training to be a professional sniper. However, it is also takes a “special” bread of 
person to sit in a bell tower for hours on end, not being able to move, relieving yourself where you lay or sit, real 
“special” I say. But when they strike it is with devastating precision causing mass damage, just ask Private John “MJ” 
Stankovic and his nose job.  

Private “MJ” Stankovic is a lucky man to survive the strike from the Chisholm sniper and live to tell the tale. And tell 
the tale he has, maybe that is why a not so reputable movie maker is producing the film Saving Private Stankovic 
sometime between now and never. With a start studded cast; Captain Shane “Accountability” Devoy, Corporal Kevin 
“He Deserves a Promotion” Chapman, Private Michael “The Good Solider” Barrington-Smith, Private Eric “Curls” 
Witheridge, and the star of the show Private John “MJ” Stankovic it plans to be a cracker with an ending harder to 
pick than a broken nose.  

We had another one who wasn’t so lucky or graceful, as face planting Stanks. Poor old Dan “Greyhound” Hesse 
endured a shot from the sniper at the unfortunate time of a catch of the ever so lucky Alex “Pissed of Panda” Floros. 
He was out of the gate quickly from short third man hunting a catch when he was unfortunately struck twice by the 
sniper, sorry struck twice, once by the sniper and once by the ball. With hands at full stretch Hesse unfortunately 
took the first hit, a 156 gram gut shot. Whilst falling to the ground like a ballet dancer being hit with a taser he took a 
hit breaking his collar bone. Not sure he remembers much after that, besides maybe singing “blow my whistle” as 
the Ambulance pulled away from the home of cricket.  

And only a few over’s later we had another man down moment. Although the swelling might be highly sort after I’m 
not sure the method in which Tommy “Red Ball” Seaman went about it was the most effective way. Unfortunately 
we saw that the Chisholm Sniper showed us just how good a shot he or she really is. With a 156 gram leather round 
the sniper hit a “little” Tommy at full tilt whilst charging in from long on for a catch. The only positive from the 
unfortunate strike was at least Tommy doesn’t have a nut allergy.  
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THE CHISHOLM SPOTLIGHT (THE QUICK FIRE 10… )  

With another new face at the club we have decided to put Sam Dwyer under the spotlight this fortnight, Thanks 
Jakey for the questions:  

When was the last time you had a haircut?  
About a month ago I completely shaved it off to help raise some $$ for a workmate who had to go have brain 
surgery. 

When was the last time you had a haircut?  
About a month ago I completely shaved it off to help raise some $$ for a workmate who had to go have brain 
surgery. 

How many times a day do you brush your hair?  
Never really. My hair’s not there to impress people.. 

I think Jake likes your hair mate!  
When are you going overseas… mid-season next?  
Hopefully 2019 for my Honeymoon. Aiming to hit up a fair chunk of the US and go see a couple of soccer games in 
England and Spain. 

Who would win an argument... Kevin Chapman or Shane Devoy?  
From what I know about these guys so far, a test match at Manuka would be over before these two could settle an 
argument.   

Best bloke in the club?  
It’d definitely have to be Jake Floros. New rock and #4 thanks skip ;) 

Nah, I couldn’t pick out just one person. Everyone’s been awesome to me so far, helping me out with anything I 
need. 

Most annoying bloke in the club?  
Anyone that openly supports the Pies with a VB tinny in one hand and a Vape in the other has to be up there.. Haha 

Better batsman... Alexander Floros or Chris Martin?  
1. Chris Martin (Coldplay) 

2. Alex Floros 

3. Chris Martin (Cricketer) 

How long have you played for TVCC?  
All of about 3 T20 matches, but I’ll hopefully be here for years! 

Favourite aspect of the club?  
The spirit in the club. Everyone gets along and everyone’s keen to chat with whoever about whatever. Add in the 
hunger to be the best in every grade, it’s the perfect mix. 

How many catches on average do you drop a season?  
It really depends who is bowling. Panda’s going to have a long season ahead if he keeps getting catches hit to me.. 
But I don’t usually grass many. If I drop less than 5 in a season, it’s a win.  
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WHO’S WHO IN THE ZOO  

Committee Members 

President John Evans  Vice President  John Kidd 

Secretary Liz Barrington-Smith Financial Controller Joel Armstrong 

Cricket Operations  Justin Haywood Treasurer  Wayne Lucerne 

Pavilion Manager  Pina Kidd  Women's Cricket Rep Rebecca Kidd 

 

Captains for 2017/18 

Club Captain  Greg Lemin 

1st Grade Shane Devoy  2nd Grade Jake Floros 

3rd Grade Paul Nemes 4th Grade Joel Armstrong 

5th Grade Michael Venables Women’s  Rebecca Kidd  

CLUB MEMBERSHIPS FOR 2017/18 

Membership Rates  

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL extended to Round #2 Season Rates 

Type of Membership Junior Student Full Fee 

Women's Early Bird (prior to 15th Oct) $180 $250 $330 

Men's Early Bird (prior to 7th Oct) $220 $300 $420 

Women's Full Rate $200 $290 $380 

Men's Full Rate $300 $440 $550 

Single Match Rate 

Junior T20 Student T20 Senior T20 Junior Student Senior  

$15 $20 $25 $15 $25 $45 
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CLUB NOTICE BOARD 

 Please ensure you are updating your availability for selection on MyCricket when the emails come out. This 
helps greatly with selections and naming sides early. At worst please ensure an email is sent to 
selector@tvcc.org.au with you availability.  

 There will be emails and posts on Facebook when the covers need to be put on. Please ensure we are doing 
all we can to assist with getting the covers on as it will affect our results guys.  

 Please ensure we are passing all the good bad and ugly to jamesadyer1@gmail.com for the future editions of 
the Tele.  
 
 


